TOLMM WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
for 9-3-22 - SHOFTIM
Ministry News
IF YOU HAVE A PRAYER REQUEST YOU WOULD LIKE PEOPLE ON THE LIST TO
PRAY FOR YOU CAN SEND THEM TO US AT TOLMM@ETZ-CHAYIM.ORG OR BY
TEXT MESSAGE TO 575 644-7706 AND I WILL SEND THEM BY EMAIL ONLY.
Remember that you can support the work of Tree of Life Messianic Ministries
with a donation made via PayPal or by check to PO Box 467, Organ, NM 88052.
Your donation helps our continued outreach to inmates and the time it takes to
put this Newsletter together.

Tree of Life Messianic Ministries is an approved Giving
Charity by PayPal. To donate go to etz-chayim.org and click on the PayPal Link.
Tree of Life Messianic Ministries primarily focuses on its Prison Ministry and
helping form groups in the prisons. TOLMM also seeks to help Home Groups and
offers a covering for Home Groups and the combined experience of leadership
from Rabbi Philip Hammond and Rabbi Mordecai Silver. Group leaders can
receive recognition as Elders under TOLMM, which will help in an advisory role.
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Your support is needed for the Prison Ministry due to continuing rising costs.
We now have an Affiliate in Australia.

HOME GROUPS, CONGREGATIONS AND
PEOPLE SEEKING FELLOWSHIP…
Shawn Warren lives in Arizona. If you know of someone who is looking for a
group in that area, please let me know and I will send the information to Shawn.
Marcia Hedrick would like to host a group on the west side of El Paso in her
home. She also needs someone to lead the group while she will be the host. If
you are interested let me know and I will send her the information.
Gabriel Martinez has a home group in El Paso (different area). If interested let
me know and I will send him the information.
Rabbi Phillip Hammond has a Zoom Bible Study and a Erev Shabbat and Shabbat
Service on Zoom Friday evening and Saturday morning at 11:00am. Rabbi
Hammond is in Australia and the time difference would be 5:00pm Friday
Mountain Time. Rabbi Hammond is looking into starting a men’s group focused
in the United States. You can contact Rabbi Hammond at Philip@etzchayim.org. Rabbi Hammond is now affiliated with Rabbi Mordecai Silver and
his ministry, Tree of Life Messianic Ministries. Check out Rabbi Hammond at
https://www.etz-chayim.org/australia-affiliate/.
We thank you for your support.
Blessings in Messiah Yeshua,
Rabbi Mordecai Silver, Ph. D., and Rabbi Philip Hammond, Ph.D.

General News
TO SEARCH FOR MY BOOKS ON AMAZON ENTER “BOOKS BY RAV MORDECAI
SILVER”. MINE ARE AVAILABLE IN PRINT FORMAT ONLY. I HAVE TWO NEW
BOOKS ON AMAZON: RAV SHA’UL AND REFLECTIONS ON TORAH.
FOR RABBI HAMMOND’S BOOK GO TO AMAZON.COM AS WELL.
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MESSIANIC TEACHING ON THE WEEKLY TORAH,
HAFTARAH, AND APOSTOLIC SCRIPTURE
PORTIONS…

MESSAGE FOR 9-3-22
Message originally shared 9/5/97
Shof’tim - Judges
Deuteronomy 16:18-21:9
Isaiah 51:12-52:12
Acts 5:34-39
I call this message “This Is God.”
Deuteronomy 20:3-4
He shall say to them, “Hear, O Israel, you are coming near to the battle
against your enemies; let your heart not be faint; do not be afraid, do not panic,
and do not be broken before them. For Hashem, your God, is the One Who goes
with you, to fight for you with your enemies, to save you.”
Isaiah 51:12-13
I,only I, am He Who comforts you; who are you that you should be afraid
of mortal humans and of men who will be made as grass? You have forgotten
Hashem, your Maker, Who spread out the heavens and set the foundations of
the earth, and you are terrified continually, all day long, because of the
oppressor’s fury when he prepares to destroy – but where is the oppressor’s
fury?
Isaiah 51:16
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And I have placed My words in your mouth – and with the shade of My
hand have I covered you – to implant the heavens and to set a foundation for
the earth and to say unto Zion, “You are My people!”
Isaiah 52:10
Hashem has bared His Holy Arm before the eyes of all the nations; all ends
of the earth will see the salvation of our God!
The Hebrew for ‘salvation of our God’ is Yeshuat Ehlohaynu.
Isaiah 52:15 So, will the many nations exclaim about Him, and the kings
will shut their mouths (in amazement), for they will see that which had never
been told to them, and will perceive things they had never heard.
Isaiah 40:10-11 Behold, my Lord, Hashem / Elohim, will come with (a)
strong (arm), and His arm will dominate for Him; behold, His reward is with Him,
and His wage is before Him. (He is) like a shepherd who grazes his flock, who
gathers the lambs in his arm, who carries them in his bosom, who guides the
nursing ewes.
Isaiah 40:21
Do you not realize? Have you not heard? Has it not been told to you from
the beginning? Have you not contemplated the foundations of the earth?
Acts 5:34-39
But one of the members of the Sanhedrin rose to his feet, a Parush named
Gamli’el, a teacher of the Torah highly respected by all the people. He ordered
the men put outside for a little while. And then addressed the court: “Men of
Israel, take care what you do to these people. Some time ago, there was a
rebellion under Todah-Theudas, who claimed to be somebody special; and a
number of men, maybe four hundred, rallied behind him. But upon his being put
to death, his whole following was broken up and came to nothing. After this,
Y’hudah HaG’lili-Judas the Galilean led another uprising, back at the time of the
enrollment for the Roman tax; and he got some people to defect to him. But he
was killed, and all his followers were scattered. So, in the present case, my
advice to you is not to interfere with these people, but to leave them alone. For
if this idea or this movement has a human origin, it will collapse. But if it is from
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God, you will not be able to stop them; you might even find yourselves fighting
God!”
Rabbi Elchonon Wasserman, who died in 1941), asks a key question
regarding a law found in the compilation of laws by Maimonides. It states that
there is an obligation to believe in God. This is best understood as there being an
obligation to cultivate one's already intact belief in God through analysis of the
creation, and various other methods. Consequently, everyone who is obligated to
observe commandments, girls, age 12 and up, boys, age 13 and up, are obligated
as well to believe in God. Rav Elchonon asks how it is reasonable to expect such a
thing from a child? Even great philosophers had difficulty in issues of faith in
God's existence! Rabbi Wasserman further asks how it can be that a person
ignorant of the responsibilities placed upon him by God can be held responsible
for not having performed them.
Rabbi Wasserman answers that really the question should be just the
opposite. How is it possible that a wise philosopher could have questions of faith?
He says that if you found a beautifully written paragraph, and you were told that
it is the result of a monkey randomly spilling ink on a sheet of paper, you would
not consider it remotely possible. Yet when we observe a world infinitely more
complicated than a paragraph, and obviously belying design and purpose, we fail
to recognize a Designer, and even make claims to the contrary!
Rabbi Wasserman's answer, then, is that since it really is simple for a
reasonable person to believe in The Creator, even those with untrained minds
such as the young, and even the most unsophisticated people can be held
responsible for not recognizing Him and feeling indebted to Him.
Why then did great philosophers have questions of faith? Rabbi Wasserman
explains that it is because of lack of objectivity. People understand that if they
accept the concept of a God then it follows that He created the world for a
purpose which involves them. That means that there is something they need to
be doing that they aren't presently doing. In other words, they feel that belief in
God will prevent them from continuing to attain their earthly desires which run
contrary to God's dictates. Rabbi Wasserman points out that in Jewish law the
minimum bribe prohibited (which can corrupt one’s perspective) is the minimum
amount of money that people ascribe value to. Approximately the equivalent of
one nickel is enough to sway a mind ever so subtly. This prohibition even applies
to Moses! Applying this reasoning, Rabbi Wasserman says that even some of the
greatest minds can lack objectivity in matters of faith because of something
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relatively small which they fear they will lose. However, an objective mind can
easily recognize the hands of a designer in the creation.
Isaiah 41:13
For I am Hashem, your God, Who grasps your right hand, Who says to
you: ‘Fear not, (for) I help you!’

hw"hy> ynIa] y
rmeaoh' ^n<ymiy> qyzIx]m; ^yh,la{ /
`^yTirz> :[] ynIa] ar'yTi-la; ^l.
Ah-nee ah-zahr-tee-ach. I help you. Or another translation is I support
you.
We include a Traditional Torah Commentary and my Messianic Commentary. The reason for
this is so you can see a Messianic Perspective and a Traditional Jewish one. Remember to use
discernment in approaching Traditional Jewish teachings as they do not recognize Yeshua as
the Messiah. There are various ideas in traditional Jewish circles about the Messiah and even
that there is no Messiah, the thinking in Reform Judaism. So, please be careful to balance the
teachings.
We do not agree with the Jewish position on Yeshua, but Believers need to know the Jewish
thinking on Yeshua and not buy into this thinking and forsake faith in our Messiah. For those
who say they would never do this, we must beg to differ, because we have seen it over our
lives as Jewish Believer’s in Yeshua. We have been Believer’s in Messiah Yeshua for decades.
We have seen a lot and had many discussions with our fellow Jews and non-Jews who
ultimately turned away from Yeshua because they steeped themselves in Jewish teachings.
One does not come out of either traditional Judaism or Christianity and come into the
Messianic walk, and then going back, or into, traditional Judaism. There are many good
things in Judaism but denying Yeshua as Messiah is not one of them. Berachot (Blessings),
Rabbi Mordecai Silver, Ph.D., and Rabbi Philip Hammond, Ph.D.
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A TRADITIONAL JEWISH PARASHAH
AND HAFTARAH COMMENTARY

Parashat Shoftim: Summary Deu. 16:18-21:9
Moses reviews for the Israelites their system of justice, the rules of kingship,
their relationship to idolatrous nations, and the rules of doing battle.
Moses continues his last speech to the Israelites before he dies saying: “Judges shall be
appointed to judge the people with justice. You shall not twist judgment by recognizing a face
or accepting bribery, because both blind the eyes of the wise and cause the words of the
righteous to falter. Justice, justice shall you pursue, so that you may live and take possession of
the land which God, your God, is giving you.
“Do not make a memorial stone for God, nor offer to God a blemished animal for sacrifice.
“If you find an individual who does evil in the eyes of God and transgresses God’s covenant,
then you shall make careful inquiry. If it turns out to be true according to the word of two or
three witnesses, then that person shall die. No one shall be put to death on the basis of the
word of only one witness.
“If the matter is too difficult for you to decide, between blood and blood, between right and
right, between damage and damage, then you shall come to the priests for judgment.”
Moses then says: “When you come to the land that God is giving you, and dwell in it, you will
want a king. You shall then set a king over yourself who God will choose. This king shall not be a
foreigner but one of your brethren. This king must not have many horses, nor many wives, nor
amass silver and gold for himself in excess, so that his heart may not go astray. Rather, when he
sits upon the throne, he shall write for himself a duplicate of this Teaching in a book. He shall
read from it as long as he shall live, so that he may learn to fear God and not lift himself above
his brethren nor turn aside from the commandments.
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“The priests, the Levites, all the tribe of Levi, shall have no portion or inheritance. They shall eat
the fire offerings to God, the first of your grain and oil, and drink your new wine because God
chose this tribe to serve in the Name of God forever.
“When you are in the land that God is giving you, do not learn their evil ways. You shall have no
one among you pass your son or daughter through fire, nor listen to soothsayers, interpreters
of omens, sorcerers or charmers. These are abominations to God.”
Moses continues saying, “A prophet from among your brethren, like myself, will God raise up
for you. To him you shall hearken. Then God will put words into this prophet’s mouth so that he
may speak them to the people. But if the prophet speaks wantonly in God’s Name or speaks in
the name of other gods, that prophet shall die. And if you ask, ‘How can we recognize the word
that God has not spoken.’ If it is spoken in the name of God and does not come true, then God
has not spoken that word and the prophet has spoken it wantonly. You shall not be afraid of
him.
“When you dwell in the promised land, you shall separate out three cities and they shall serve
as a refuge for murderers. These cities are only for the murderer who kills his neighbor
unintentionally and without hate. For in the heat of the moment, this murderer could be killed
even though the initial crime was an accident. This will prevent innocent blood from being shed
in the promised land.
“Do not move your boundary marker of your neighbor from those set by inheritance.
“The testimony of one witness shall not stand against a person with regard to any crime or
offense or sin that may have been committed. Only through a testimony of two or three
witnesses may a case be established. If a pair of witnesses misuse their power and are false
witnesses, then you shall cause to happen what was planned for the sinner. In this way you
clear away the evil from your midst. Your eye must not have pity: life for life, eye for eye, tooth
for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot.
“When you go forth in battle against a stronger enemy, do not be afraid, for God who brought
you out of Egypt, is with you. The officers shall speak to the people, saying, ‘If there is a man
that has a new home, a new wife or a new vineyard, let him return home.’ Let him who is afraid
and fainthearted go home too, so as not to inspire cowardliness in other soldiers.
“When you approach a city to wage war, you must first offer peace. If the answer is peace, then
the entire population shall serve you. If peace is rejected, then you shall battle against them,
and God will deliver them to you. Then you shall kill all the males, but the women and children
and animals and all the booty shall be your spoils. However, of the cities that God is giving you
as an inheritance, you shall not allow a soul to remain alive so that they will not teach you
abominations practiced for their gods.
Do not destroy the food trees in the cities captured. Eat of them but do not cut them down. You
may cut down non-food trees.
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If a slain person is found fallen in the field, you must find the city closest to the slain man, and
the elders of that city shall sacrifice a young calf and blessings by the priests shall be made over
it. The elders shall then say prayers for atonement. You must put away the innocent blood from
your midst by doing that which is right in the eyes of God.

Parashat Shoftim Discussion Questions
1) Why is it so important to have two or three witnesses on a crime rather than just one?
2) What is justice? Why is justice so important to God and to humanity? Is this a just world?
3) Have you have felt a victim to injustice? How did you react? Have you ever been the
recipient of justice? How did that feel?
4) This passage speaks of kings and prophets appointed by God and those who are not
appointed by God. Do you think God still appoints Kings and Prophets? Why or why not?

Haftarah for Parashat Shoftim: Summary
Isa. 51:12-52:12
Through Isaiah, God extends a note of condolence.
Haftarat Shoftim is the fourth of the seven haftarot of consolation read in the weeks
following Tisha B’Av. It is taken from the Book of Isaiah–a prophet who lived in the time of the
Babylonian Exile and consoled Israel with comforting prophecies of the return to Zion.
The haftarah for Shoftim begins, characteristically enough: “I, I am He who comforts you!”
(51:12)
It continues using Isaiah’s colorfully metaphorical language to describe people in turmoil who
are saved by God–“the crouching one who is freed” (51:14) and “an antelope caught in a net”
(51:20). All these people will come to praise God, Isaiah promises.
He also describes Jerusalem as God’s chosen one, with the special status of “you who drink from My
hand.” (51:17) There has been much destruction and turmoil that has plagued Jerusalem, but God says
the tormentors of Jerusalem will get what they deserve.

The haftarah climaxes with a classic and oft-quoted proclamation of triumph: “Awake, awake, O
Zion! Clothe yourself in splendor, put on your robes of majesty.” (52:1) The verses that follow
recall the weight of the exile, and express hope for the greatness of the promised future
redemption.
The haftarah concludes with a plea to God for the people’s departure out of exile–which, still,
has not been assured at the time of Isaiah’s prophecy. “Turn, turn away, touch naught unclean
as you depart from there…for the Lord is marching before you, the God of Israel is your rear
guard” (52:11-12).
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The theme of the week’s Torah reading is based around the fact that, though Israel has many
judges, there is only one true Judge: God. Similarly, as the beginning of the haftarah rhetorically
asks: “What ails you that you fear Man who must die?”–there is only one true savior, and only
one comfort…and this is in God.

From the Desk of
Rabbi Philip Hammond

WORDS OF WISDOM
Chapter Four
Just listening to words of wisdom does nothing to guarantee an
improvement in our lives. For the Children of Israel this also holds true.
Just reading the bible does very little to improve our lives. I know of
many people who have read the bible, but it has had no effect on their
thinking or made improvements in their lives. How many times did Israel
as a people gather before Moshe to hear spoken words of wisdom, but
not allot changed for the better? How many Kings of Israel read and
heard the words of wisdom given via the Torah, but it made no difference
to their behaviour? Listening to and reading words of wisdom give no
guarantees of change.
For words of wisdom to bring change and provide a person or a people
with the foundations to build a blessed life, those same individuals or
peoples must absorb the message, understand it and employ the
instructions given. A farmer can be told over and over not to allow weeds
to infest a crop, but if he doesn’t understand what a weed is, or ignores
these words of wisdom, his crop will suffer greatly. There is enough
scientific evidence to point out the risks and foolishness in smoking but
how many people still smoke? The fact of the matter is, words of wisdom
can be given, but often those words fall on deaf ears.
Many people will disagree, but the fact of the matter is that there is no
wisdom that can be compared to the wisdom of HaShem, the Holy One
of Israel, blessed be He. This then transfers to the fact that there are no
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better words of wisdom to be found than those spoken by Yeshua and
those found within the Torah. Every Child of HaShem should endeavour
to listen, understand, absorb and employ the words of wisdom given by
HaShem. The beauty about the counsel found in the Word of HaShem, is
that it provides all mankind with the best counsel available not matter the
timeframe or the people. The sad fact is most fail to seek this counsel,
and if they stumble upon it, ignore or ridicule it. Sadder still is that most
who would see themselves as Children of Israel likewise ignore or
ridicule it. Yeshua and His Talmidim had this challenge with those who
saw themselves as Children of HaShem. This challenge resulted in the
many arguments and discussions that were had amongst the religious
Jews of the time. This challenge is still very alive today. We have
religious Jews who want nothing to do with Yeshua, thus in the opinion of
this author causes many of them to pollute the wisdom of HaShem. We
have the Christian Church who want nothing to do with the Torah, thus it
causes them to pollute and change the wisdom of HaShem and
misunderstand Yeshua HaMoshiach. Both faiths [Judaism and
Christianity] have failed to fully absorb the words of wisdom given by
HaShem. However, in saying this HaShem obviously knew this to be the
case and has blessed both faiths and has used them to bring about His
purposes for His Children. None the less we must not allow this to be an
excuse to continue in our present condition unwilling to hear/shema the
words of wisdom given us by HaShem.
A famous Jew who was and is hated by some and was and is loved and
upheld by others once wrote the following.
“All scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for
reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; that the
man of God may be adequate, equipped for every good
work.” 2Timothy 3:16 [NASB]
As we remind our students enrolled in TOLMM, the only scriptures
available now was the Tanach/Old Testament, with the Torah of Moshe
as the foundational documents for educating the Children of Israel. There
was no “New Testament” now or when Yeshua walked the earth. So,
when Yeshua spoke words of wisdom or when the Talmidim wrote or
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spoke words of wisdom they were founded upon Torah and the
understanding came from the Torah of Moshe. The Master Yeshua said:
“.....you are to love ADONAI your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your strength. This is the greatest
and most important mitzvah. And a second is like it. You are to
love your neighbour as yourself. All the Torah and the Prophets
are dependent on these two mitzvoth.” Matthew 22:37-40
[CJB]
“.... you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the great and
foremost commandment. The second is like it, you shall love
your neighbour as yourself. On these two commandments
depend the whole Law and the Prophets.” Matthew 22:37-40
[NASB]
These are words of wisdom from the Master Himself, obviously coming
straight from the Torah.
“And you shall love the LORD your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your might.” Deuteronomy 6:5
[NASB]
“You shall not take vengeance, not bear any grudge against the
sons of your people, but you shall love your neighbour as
yourself; I am the LORD.” Leviticus 19:18 [NASB]
I would ask that you consider something that is vital; something that the
Christian Church ignores almost completely. Without the Torah
[instructions from HaShem] how do you know how to fulfil the
commandments given by Yeshua? How do you love the Lord your God?
Do you love according to today’s understanding of love? Do you love
according to the understanding and meaning given via other faiths such
as Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Satanism, and other countless faiths? Do
you do it according to your own understanding, an understanding that will
be flawed? Just how do you go about loving HaShem with all your
heart, soul, and mind? Well, there is only one source that will give you
the information required, enabling you to understand absorb and employ
the commandments. The source is Yeshua and Torah! Let me “bang the
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table” a little. You will not understand the words of Yeshua without
knowledge and understanding of Torah. This in turn means you cannot
love HaShem without embracing both HaMoshiach and Torah. This also
goes for the commandment to love your neighbour. Surely this is not too
hard for us to hear, absorb and employ!
Yeshua told us that it is loving HaShem and our neighbours that is the
foundation of all the Torah/commandments/instructions and the
Prophets. This being the case surely, we have an obligation to search
and seek words of wisdom from the instructions that HaShem has for all
His children. As fallen sinful humans we do not understand how to love
God or our neighbour. We are in desperate need of life lessons on how
to love God, neighbour and fellow humans. This is impossible unless we
receive instructions or words of wisdom form HaShem Himself. We do
have a wonderful example of the love HaShem gives when we consider
the death of our Moshiach Yeshua. We talk allot about love, but when it
comes to action, we lack much. This is not meant to demean our levels
of love, but we have opportunity and room to improve our understanding
of love through searching and seeking words of wisdom from the Master.
These lessons need to be drawn from all of scripture, starting at what is
known as the Book of Genesis or Bereisheet through to the Book of
Revelation. The essential ingredient to understanding words of wisdom
from HaShem is knowledge and understanding of the Torah of Moshe. I
realise I repeat this many times, but we fail to appreciate the fact of this
matter, so repetition is required until we embrace the Torah of Moshe
and Moshiach Yeshua as our road map for life. Be encouraged the Word
of HaShem is waiting to supply you with countless words of wisdom.
May the grace, love and wisdom of HaShem and Yeshua HaMoshiach
be with you!
Rabbi Philip ‘Yochanan’ Hammond, Ph.D.
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Can You Believe It?

The Jews of Kaifeng: China’s Only Native
Jewish Community
Tolerance and assimilation led to the near disappearance of a Chinese Jewish
community over 1,000 years old.
Jews have lived in Kaifeng, a city in central China’s Henan province, for over 1,000 years. This
makes the Kaifeng Jews the oldest Jewish community in China.
The exact time Jews arrived in Kaifeng is not entirely certain. Most scholars believe that Jews
first arrived during the Song Dynasty (960-1127 C.E.), from India or Persia (present day Iran),
stops on the Silk Road. During this period, the Chinese people called the Jews “Tiaojinjiao”
(the religion that removes the tendon) because Jewish dietary law (kashrut) forbids the
consumption of the sciatic nerve. A bit later, during the Ming Dynasty, the emperor assigned
Jews one of eight last names because he found Hebrew names confusing. To this day Kaifeng
Jews can be recognized by their last names: Ai, Shi, Gao, Gan, Jin, Li, Zhang or Zhao.
At its peak, the Kaifeng Jewish community had around 5,000 members. While some Kaifeng
Jews have discreetly recovered their lost Jewish identities, there is nothing close to a formal,
organized Jewish community in the city today.

The Kaifeng Synagogue
Kaifeng’s first synagogue was built in 1163 and destroyed by a flood in 1461. In 1600 a fire
burned down the synagogue which had replaced the original building. A second flood
destroyed the third version of the synagogue in 1642. Yet another flood wiped out Kaifeng’s
last synagogue in the 1860’s. The community’s last religious leader died around the same
time.
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Sketch of the Kaifeng Synagogue ca. 1722,
via Wikimedia Commons.

Kaifeng Jews had prayed in their synagogue in both Hebrew and Mandarin. They wore blue
head coverings while worshipping, which led misguided neighbors to call them “the Muslims
with the blue caps” in order to differentiate these congregants from “the Muslims with the
white caps” (actual Muslims who wore white headgear for prayer). Jews in Kaifeng faced
westward when praying — the direction of Jerusalem.
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Sketch of Kaifeng Jews worshipping, via Wikimedia
Commons.

Much like Jews outside of China, for centuries, Kaifeng Jews centered their Jewish practices
around the synagogue: observing Shabbat and other Jewish holidays,
holding circumcisions for sons and giving their children Hebrew names in addition to Chinese
names.

Decline of the Kaifeng Jewish Community
For years Kaifeng Jews were isolated from other Jewish communities around the world, and
very few people knew of their existence. Europeans did not even realize there was a Jewish
community in China until 1605 when a Kaifeng Jew travelled to Beijing and met an Italian
Jesuit named Matteo Ricci. Ricci’s account of his encounter with a Kaifeng Jew explained
that the Jewish visitor had said he “worshipped one God.”
Historically, China has been one of the few countries in the world with virtually no antiSemitism. Non-Jewish Kaifeng residents saw similarities between the Jews and themselves
and encouraged Jews to be part of the community. Ultimately, intentional, or not, this led to
more assimilation.
A difficult period of war and social upheaval in China began in 1644. This, along with the
increased tendency of Kaifeng Jews to intermarry with Han Chinese and assimilate, led to a
decline in Jewish religious observance. Eventually Kaifeng Jews became indistinguishable in
appearance and practice from their non-Jewish neighbors.
Eventually the synagogue’s land was sold, and the Torah scrolls taken to libraries in other
countries. Today, there are no remaining synagogues (or rabbis) in the city.
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Rediscovering Jewish Roots
The establishment of diplomatic relations between China and Israel in the late 1980s, and
the arrival of Jewish tourists to Kaifeng, inspired many Kaifeng Jews to rediscover their
Jewish identities. A prayer group met for the first time in years, local residents gave tours to
sites of Jewish interest, and a 50 person Passover seder was held in 2015. Yet, the ability to
practice Judaism publicly was short-lived.

Jewish Life in Kaifeng Today
Between 500 and 1,000 people living in Kaifeng today claim to be Jews. While most don’t
speak Hebrew, celebrate Jewish holidays, or practice traditional religious beliefs, these
Chinese citizens still call themselves Jewish.
Some members of the community remember celebrating Passover and Yom Kippur as
children, or having Stars of David in their childhood homes. Nevertheless, today the only
specifically Jewish custom observed by most Kaifeng Jews is the practice of not eating pork.
There are approximately 100 Kaifeng Jews who observe Judaism to a fuller extent.
In 2016 the communist Chinese government, which opposes all religion, shut down the few
existing Jewish organizations in Kaifeng and forced the small Jewish community to celebrate,
learn and pray in private. Additionally, the authorities removed all public signs of Jewish
history in Kaifeng and members of the local Jewish community have reportedly been
monitored by the authorities.
Some Kaifeng Jews have made aliyah to Israel in recent years, but proving their Jewishness is
complex. Chinese descent is patrilineal, which means that descent is calculated through
male links only. Traditionally, Jews use matrilineal descent to determine if a person is Jewish.
Influenced by Chinese practices, Kaifeng Jews trace Jewish lineage through the patrilineal
line. This practice produces extra challenges for Kaifeng Jews who wish to be accepted as
Jewish by the larger Jewish community — especially those seeking to move to Israel. Since
Kaifeng Jews don’t fit the criteria of Israel’s Law of Return, they are required to go through a
yearlong conversion process in order to become Israeli citizens.
While Jews living in other cities of China, such as Beijing and Shanghai, are expat Jews who
arrived in recent generations, the Chinese government considers the Jews of Kaifeng to be
ethnic Chinese of Jewish descent. Kaifeng Jews even think of themselves as the only proper
community of Chinese Jews in the world. Although communist China has never recognized
Judaism as an authorized religion, for years Judaism was unofficially tolerated all over the
country.
Recently in Kaifeng this has changed, and the government created a crackdown on nongovernment approved religions. The Chinese government feels that ethnically Chinese
groups claiming minority status could lead to social and political instability. By contrast, non-
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Chinese Jews (Jews living in China outside of Kaifeng) are free to practice Judaism as long as
they don’t promote Judaism among the Chinese population.

Prayer Points

Psalms as the Ultimate Self-Help Tool
These 150 biblical poems offer a spiritual reservoir in difficult times.
Illness, suffering, and loss mute us — they leave us without words. Overwhelmed, confused,
distraught, despairing — and/or profoundly grateful, reflective, renewed, attuned — whatever
our state, we are often left speechless, feeling that words fall flat, or do not convey what we
want, need, or intend. In the face of these challenges, those who are in pain, as well as those
who care for them, may need new ways of communicating, new tools for talking, and new
modes of relating.

Psalms Offer Solace, Guidance and More
For centuries, Jews (and others) have turned to the biblical Book of Psalms for solace, guidance,
catharsis, renewal, and much more. The 150 psalms that constitute this important component
of the Writings (Ketuvim) section of the Jewish Bible reflect a wide range of experience and
expression: anger and acceptance, complaint and comfort, despair and delight, fatigue and
faith, and so on.
In approaching this body of ancient spiritual or sacred poetry, many have found words that
“work” for them, or that help uncover their own words, hitherto obscure or inaccessible. Even
though some of the language or images may seem alien, when one digs deep enough one may
find wellsprings of great impact.
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Psalms in Jewish Liturgy
Psalms pervade the established Jewish liturgy of morning, afternoon, and evening prayer
services, but our tradition made the psalms into a very “flexible” resource — encouraging us to
turn to them when we need them, and be less bound by, for example, strictures that require
certain prayers to be recited at certain times of the day. Thus, although certain psalms are,
indeed, assigned to certain junctures (for example, from Sunday through Shabbat we travel
through Psalms 24, 48 , 82, 94-5, 81, 93, and 92 as the “Psalm of the Day”), we may always
turn to the psalms as “ad hoc” sources of support.
The Levites sang the Psalms in the ancient Temple, not unlike the way growing numbers of
congregations welcome Shabbat on Friday night by chanting their way through six psalms (9599, plus 29) praising the beauty of nature (corresponding to the six days of Creation) and
culminating in the Psalm for Shabbat. Psalms may be heard at many moments in life: at the
bedside of those who are ill, at the beginning of the blessing after meals, at funerals, when
visiting a grave, and in many other settings. They are there to help express our great
joy and devastating despair, our gratitude and our distress, life’s “ups” and, of course, its
“downs.”
Over the centuries, certain psalms became associated with particular moments or transitions in
life, for example:
For times of communal distress: Psalms 20, 28 , 85, 86, 102, 130, 142
For recovery from illness: 6, 30, 41, 88, 103
For thanksgiving: 9, 21, 57, 95, 116, 138
Reb Nachman of Breslov, the Hasidic master of some 200 years ago, designated 10 psalms as
having special power for healing: Psalms 16, 32 , 41, 42, 59, 77, 90, 105, 137, and 150; he saw
these as embodying the “10 kinds of song” outlined by Rabbi Joshua ben Levi in
the Talmud ( Pesachim 117a )

How to Use Psalms
So, what do you do with these psalms?
To answer that question, it would be helpful to identify seven “functions” that Psalms have
developed in Jewish life:
Ritual
As a source of regular expression, to mark certain moments and give a container for feelings,
ideas, and values–either in an established, traditional, communal context, or in one’s own
personal, innovative time and place. One recent example is a Jewish support group that began
each meeting with a psalm of despair or complaint (such as Psalms 13, 77 , or 88) and ended
with a psalm of gratitude (such as Psalms 18, 91 , or 118).
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Prayer
As with other forms of Jewish prayer, psalms may provide various opportunities: for giving
words to hopes, fears, wishes, etc.; to both experience the pain and transcend it; to “name”
one’s distress or gratitude; and/or to reconnect to tradition and community, or to a basic inner
sense of wholeness.
Song
So many lines of psalms have been put to music, and even calling on the melodies without the
words can have great impact. Here are several examples of lines from psalms that have become
known as “Jewish healing songs” because of their words and/or music: Psalms 3:7-8 ; 27: 4,
14: 30: 9, 11; 51:12-13; 69:14; 94:18; 118:5, 19-20; 121 1-2, 4.
Study
The Hebrew of the Psalms is often obscure or otherwise hard to “crack,” having gone through
centuries of recopying. This means that there is a lot to explore — for example, to compare
how different editions translate the same lines.
Meditation
Once one finds a piece from the Book of Psalms that resonates, that has meaning for you, you
might want to focus in on it for a set period of time. Words of psalms can be a valuable tool in
refocusing, centering, and quieting oneself. Some people post a verse, phrase, or word on their
office computer screen so they can freely turn to it in the course of a workday; others make
their own audio recording to be able to play it back while sitting in a quiet, undisturbed setting.
Community
One profound Jewish practice organizes members of a Jewish community into a Hevra Tehillim,
a “Psalm Fellowship,” which gathers with some regularity to study or chant psalms together. In
some places, when an individual is ill, the community has divided the 150 psalms among all its
members, so that the entire Book of Psalms is read and dedicated daily to cure, healing,
strength, solace and/or recovery. Community is an — maybe the — essential component of
Jewish healing.
Conversation
In time, as certain words or phrases from the Book of Psalms become especially meaningful to
you, consider weaving them into your speech, so that the ancient words bolster your ability to
heal and integrate.
Mention must be made of “the psalmist in you.” Readers may be familiar with the remarkable
writings of Debbie Perlman, psalmist-in-residence of Beth Emet The Free Synagogue in
Evanston, Illinois. Through her various challenges in life, Debbie has blessed us all by turning
pen to paper and creating contemporary psalms that bridge the tradition with an intimate, first
person, contemporary voice. Her most recent book is called Flames to Heaven: New Psalms for
Healing and Praise.
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The strength of psalms lies substantially in you — in what the reader brings to the words and
infuses in them. Psalms are a container for our fears and hopes, a catalyst for the freeing up,
and offering up, of our profound and deep-set wishes, prayers, desires, and insights.

Hebrew - ִע ְב ִרי
Word (s) of the Week

בוקר טוב
Boker Tov – Bo-ker Tov
Good Morning
Let there be Laughter
If you are going to try cross-country skiing,
start with a small country.
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Chicken Soup or What???

This Vegetarian Brisket Recipe Actually
Tastes Like Meat
A satisfying vegetarian entree for holidays, picnics and Shabbat dinner.
Have you heard of jackfruit yet? If it hasn’t come across your Facebook feed or email inbox
yet, keep your eyes open because it is the newest trend in vegetarian meat replacements.
But let’s start from the beginning. This is what a jackfruit looks like:

And this is what the flesh of the fruit looks like when it is removed from its thick, green dragon-egglike shell:
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Jackfruit was originally cultivated in India, but is grown throughout tropical regions including
Southeast Asia, South America, Australia and the Caribbean. But you don’t have to travel to
the topics to find it — you can buy it in cans from Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods. You can
even find it fresh at many specialty fruit shops. And when it is cooked, it has an incredibly
meaty, hearty taste and texture. It’s also low in calories, high in fiber and is considered an
environmentally friendly food, since it is drought resistant.
After reading and researching about this wonder fruit, we thought jackfruit would make a
great vegetarian brisket option. You can serve this entree for summer picnics and BBQs
alongside buns and coleslaw or save it for Shabbat dinners and holidays. It’s easy, satisfying
meat-free deliciousness.

Ingredients
•

1 28-oz cans crushed tomatoes

•

1/4 cup brown sugar

•

2 Tbsp honey (can also use maple syrup or agave if making dish vegan)

•

1/4 cup apple cider vinegar

•

1/2 cup water

•

1/2 cup red wine (can also use grape juice or sweet kosher wine like Manischewitz)

•

1 chopped onion

•

3 garlic cloves, minced, grated or pressed

•

2 20-oz cans jackfruit, drained

Directions
1. Combine crushed tomatoes, brown sugar, honey, apple cider vinegar, water, wine,
onion and garlic in a large pot over medium-high heat. Bring to a boil then add
jackfruit.
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2. Reduce heat to low-medium and cover pot.
3. Cook for 30 minutes over low-medium heat.
4. Remove cover and test whether you can break up the jackfruit using the back of a
wooden spoon. If the jackfruit isn’t tender enough to pull yet, cook it for another 1520 minutes, or until tender.
5. Serve warm.
6. Note: This can be prepared 2-3 days ahead of time and heated through when ready
to serve..

Tree of Life Messianic Ministries is an approved Giving
Charity by PayPal. To donate go to etz-chayim.org and click on the PayPal
Link.
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